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The note sheet is the format in which the songs are recorded down. The note sheet begins with an empty staff music paper consisting of graphs that have five lines and four spaces, each of which is a note. Songwriters who compose songs in standard musical notation use regular paper to
create notes that can then be passed on to musicians who interpret notes for musical performance. Today, making your own notes easier than ever. With notation software such as finale, or free web service Noteflight, everyone can turn their musical ideas into professional music sheets.
Use Noteflight to get started (see Resources). Noteflight is a free music note service that lets you write, print, and even save notes as music files to play. Noteflight has a clean, easy-to-use interface that allows even a beginner to create a song in notes. Since Noteflight allows you to listen to
what you've written, you can experiment with different notes until you create something that sounds good, even if you're not familiar with the music. Create a Noteflight account and log in to start creating your own note. You can start writing your song immediately. At the top of the page on
the toolbar, click the New Account button to create a blank sheet note document. Choose whether you want your note to be private or collaborative. Noteflight presents you with a clean music sheet in Key C with 4/4 signature time. Click the Name Change button at the top of the music sheet
and enter the title of your song, then click Edit Composer and give your name. Make any changes required for your key signature or signature time on the Score menu either with Change The Signature Time or Change key signature command. Add notes and rests on your notes by clicking
on the empty music staff. A note appears and you can drag and click where you want the note to appear. You can also use a floating palette to select different note durations. When you insert notes, Noteflight automatically re-formulates the notes to save the right number of strokes on the
bar. To listen to what you've written at any given moment, go to the Play menu and choose the playback option you want. Print the notes when you're done composing your song. The result will be a professional score of your song composition. You can also use Noteflight to make an audio
file of your composition. Noteflight allows you to assign the actual sounds of the instrument to the respective parts. Go to file and select Export to save the finished note as an MP3 or a file of a shuffle. This allows you to take an example of a record for Group. I know exactly when and where
I was the first time my heart was broken. I was 8 years old and I was hiding in the library, hoping that no one would hear my sniffs as giant tears plopped on the page of my book. It wasn't or the girl who broke my heart -- no, those were the very pages I read. It doesn't happen often - full of
sobbing, panting, snot everywhere kind of reaction when I read a book, but when it does, it's... Strangely nice? There's something you can say by letting your emotions so overwhelm you that there's nothing you can do but feel them. When a book breaks my heart, which is good, it stops the
day for me. As soon as I pick myself up from the floor, wash my face (because the fabric isn't good enough after screaming like that I have to wash my whole face), and realize that yes, the world is still turning, I hug the people I love, I play with my dog and I appreciate life that much more.
Books are powerful things. And if you're looking to read what will break your heart in the best way possible, here are seven books that will make you look for the nearest kitten cuddle:1. The book by Thief Marcus SusakTold in terms of personalized death and set during the Holocaust, The
Book of The Thief follows Liesel as she is orphaned and goes to live with her family outside Munich. What makes this book rip your heart out is the elegant way Death describes one particular character near the end. It happens during World War II, so you already know this story will stomp
on your heart, but there's that one scene... that kiss. Maybe you won't get over it. There's a whole box of fabric on hand, that's what I'm saying. Click here to buy.2. If I stay Gail FormanMia was in a terrible car accident that killed her family. Now in the hospital room she is in a coma, but she
hears the voices of people around her. Some tell her to stay with them to get better; some promise her that everything will be fine if she lets go. Both options are tragic: life without a family or no life at all. What makes the book truly heartbreaking is when the character is presented with a
choice. This is not just an accidental tragedy that hurts them; they have to choose the impossible path. If I stay, it's all about choosing... and how sometimes there is no right choice. Click here to buy.3. The Handmaid's Tale Margaret Atwoodi read this book when my child was only a few
months old. Let me tell you sometimes, it's gotten so rough that I'd just keep it close to me and promise that I wouldn't let the world get as bad as it is in Tale.Not your typical dystopian novel, this story brilliantly portrays a world already fallen to a harsh government. The book offers little hope.
Don't read it expecting to be encouraged to fight like Katniss. Read it with the knowledge that we are often too easy to accept the life we are represented by, and sometimes, the only way we can fight through our own private rebellions. Click here to buy.4. The girl on the train Paula HawkinsI
was one of the last people to read this book and I expected murder not a story that will make me stop stopping highway and suspend the audiobook while I blinked in tears. At its core, The Girl on the Train is about scary, horrible people. No one is a good guy, least of all storytellers.
Everyone did something terrible. But what makes this story so brilliant is how it makes you sympathize with why people do such horrible things. I never thought I'd identify with a deceitful, angry, drunken loser, but there's a scene in the book where Rachel explains why she's so full of rage
and became an alcoholic, and damn it. That's where my heart went. Click here to buy.5. Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban by J.K. RowlingSyus Black. Enough said. Click here to buy.6. Challenger Deep by Neil SchustermanKellenger Deep is not a normal book. It's about Caden, a
boy who can see two realities. In some reality, he is sent to a rehabilitation center, where he participates in group therapy. In another, he's on a very strange pirate ship that changes seemingly randomly. Both realities are very, very real to him. This book made me feel helpless. Kayden's a
good guy, and I didn't want him to feel bad or suffer. As one reality gets stronger than another, I wanted to rip it off the pages and protect it. But of course I couldn't.... And then there's one scene in the middle where Kayden calls his therapist Captain, and I'm not crying, you're crying. Click
here to buy.7. World without you Beth Revis When I wrote The World Without You, I didn't try to break anyone's heart, least of all my own. But the more I put my teeth into this story, the more personal it became. What started as a time-traveling adventure where a boy trying to save his
girlfriend stuck in the past became a story about mental health when my narrator learns that he is not in a school for superheroes but actually resides in a boarding school for students with mental health problems. Because my own brother suffered from mental health problems, the story
became very personal, forcing me to confront the problems and feelings that I had kept buried for years. The end result of a book that gets so close to home that I often have to take breaks writing it just to pull myself out of this world and back into your own. It broke my heart - but it also
helped heal him as it allowed me to write the kind of story I wish my brother was. I couldn't change the past, but I could write this story about a boy who wish he could. Click here to buy. Images: Instagram/BooksEnchanted Music can make you laugh or cry, annoy you or calm you down.
Some say it's good for the soul. It just might be good for the heart, too. Make no mistake - Mozart's daily doses will not cleanse your arteries or fix heart valve. But music can help ease your recovery from cardiac procedure, bring you back to normal life after a heart attack or stroke, relieve
stress, and maybe even lower your blood flow Just a little. The sound of healing music and healing once went hand in hand. Chinese character for medicine including character for music. In ancient Greece, music was used to relieve stress, relieve sleep and soothe pain. Native Americans
and Africans sang and chanted as part of their healing rituals. In Western medicine, communication was gradually broken when the art of medicine gave way to the science of medicine. It is slowly recovering as music therapists demonstrate the value of music to treat people with everything
from Alzheimer's to chronic pain and substance abuse problems. Since 1980, researchers have turned their attention to the influence of music on the cardiovascular system. Most of them looked at individual variables such as changes in blood pressure, pulse, or blood flow through the
arteries. Some of them have considered a more holistic effect. For example: At Massachusetts General Hospital, a nurse-led team found that cardiac patients bedridden who listened to music for 30 minutes had lower blood pressure, slower heart attack, and less distress than those who did
not listen to music. Another team led by a nurse at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee found that heart attack survivors who listened to calm music in a calm environment for only 20 minutes were less concerned about their health than those who rested in a quiet room without music. At
The Northwest Abbott Hospital in Minneapolis, men and women who listened to music shortly after heart surgery were less concerned and reported having less pain than those who simply rested quietly. At the University of Maryland Medical Center in Baltimore, researchers measured blood
flow through the forearm (a sn elsewhere for blood vessel health) as healthy volunteers listened to music or relaxation tapes. Blood flow increased significantly while volunteers listened to music that evoked joy or relaxation tape, and decreased while they listened to music that caused
anxiety. In a study from Hong Kong, older volunteers who listened to relaxing music for 25 minutes a day for four weeks reduced their systolic pressure (the top number in blood pressure readings) by 12 points and their diastolic pressure (lower number) by 5 points, while the control group,
which did not listen to music, had no change in blood pressure. Not all trials were successful. Some have found that music has little effect on physiological indicators such as pulse or blood pressure, or on recovery from cardiac procedures. Controversial results should not come as a
surprise. One of the biggest obstacles to learning about the impact of music on the heart is the music itself. This is not one repeated like statins or stress-reducing breathing exercises. Soothing music, like Debussy Clair de lune or George Winston's Moon, have a different effect on the heart
and body than anything more like Seventy-six trombones from Man of Music, Puccini Nessun dorma, or almost nothing from Red Hot Chili Peppers. The music is also very personal - something you find soothing can sound to someone else, like nails on a board. One area of ongoing
research in music therapy is to see if specific sounds or tempos affect the heart, regardless of the listener's musical preferences. Finding a relaxing melody that slows down your heart rate, lowers blood pressure, and improves blood flow for opera lovers and rock 'n' roll fans, so it would be
easier to offer music therapy. Music is just one of many techniques that have been promoted to heal the mind and body. Others include: Transcendental Meditation. The practice of the art of transcendental meditation can lower blood pressure, improve blood sugar and insulin levels, and
relieve stress. Other soothing strategies, such as yoga or relaxation response, can do the same. Massage. After heart surgery, a simple massage reduced the level of pain in the study at the Mayo Clinic. Whether massage affects the heart in other ways is not very well known, but it certainly
feels great. Tai chi. The combination of simple, smooth movements and deep breathing in tai chi offers a safe, rejuvenating form of exercise for people with heart failure. Managed images. A program of directional thoughts and suggestions that will help you imagine a relaxed, focused state
can lower your blood pressure and reduce other stress-related problems. Prayer. Personal prayer can help trigger a relaxation reaction that can reduce your own stress, while praying for a loved one or friend can provide emotional or spiritual support that reduces his or her stress. Humor.
Laughter can be a good medicine for the heart and circulation. In a study at the University of Maryland, blood flow improved in volunteers who laughed at the movie's funny scenes. Do you have a favorite place? You may be drawn to a local park or pond, or enjoy a walk along the beach to
watch the sunset. Maybe you will find solace in a church, museum or library. Visiting your place several times a week is a good way to relax, forget about your worries, increase vitality and feel better. These restorative effects can be good for the heart, especially one that is under stress.



Combine a visit to your favorite place with a long walk, and it's doubly good medicine. Tune in there are several ways to make music in your heart. One of them is to work with a music therapist. Think of a music therapist as a guide, someone who can help you find music that you have the
most relaxing answers as well as the most positive ones. He or she can help you become a more active listener by using music to help you prevent negative thoughts, release anxiety, and trigger energy. A music therapist can also encourage you to make music with bells, drums, your voice,
or other instruments. Do-it-yourself therapy is another option. Find music that makes you feel good. Choose some calm, relaxing pieces as well as a few stimulating ones. If you are feeling stressed, sit and listen to soothing music for 20 minutes or so. If you need to pick me up, play
something stepping up. Watch how music makes you feel, and give in to those emotions. Don't just think of music as a cure, but rather make it a part of your daily life. Disclaimer: As a service to our readers, Harvard Health Publishing provides access to our archived content library. Please
note the date of the last review or the update of all articles. No content on this site, regardless of date, should ever be used as a substitute for direct medical advice from your doctor or other qualified doctor. Doctor. break my heart again finneas piano sheet music free
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